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Elan

Elan

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

Ripstick 102

The ripstick series from Elan is a super fun,
versatile freeride ski. This ski being 102mm
underfoot is the widest womans ripstick
elan offers which have exceptional
performance in deep snow. The soft flexing
tips in tails create an amazing bouncy
feeling in powder. On the days where
there's no fresh, the ripstick 102's are still
great for cutting through windblown snow
and crud with ease. They provide a very
smooth ride and snappy turns on groomers

163
170

Ripstick 94

Ripstick 88

The 96mm underfoot Ripstick from Elan is a
perfect one ski quiver. Wheter you are
laying down turns on a groomer or chading
knee deep powder, this ski can do it all.
Sharing the same construction as the other
models in the Ripstick family the 94 proves
that it is home to anwhere on the
mountain.

The ripstick 88 shares all the same great
qualities as the 102 but in more narrow
package. Slightly stiffer in flex for pushing
turns on hard pack, the ripstick 88 carves
like no other. It's a true all mountain ski,
just as confident on and off piste with
snappy turns wherever you find yourself on
the mountain

156

163
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Elan

The Delight Magic is the perfect ski for
someone who's looking to progress in the
sport. The Delight Magic is an easy yet
Delight Magic
capable ski giving you confidence to
challenge yourself. It comes in a lightweight
package for less fatigue when skiing all day.

140
146

Elan

Delight
Supreme

The Delight Supreme is the ski for
intermediate female skiers who are looking
to progress into an advanced/expert skier.
Similar to the Delight Magic but with a
slightly wider waist as well as a slightly
stiffer core.

152

Delight
Supreme

The Delight Supreme is the ski for
intermediate female skiers who are looking
to progress into an advanced/expert skier.
Similar to the Delight Magic but with a
slightly wider waist as well as a slightly
stiffer core.

152

Total Joy

The Head Total Joy is an all mountain ski for
intermediate to advanced skiers. It has a
light, responsive and playful feel thanks to
the graphene (the strongest and lightest
material in the world) koroyd carbon
construction. At 84mm underfoot and a
traditional rocker profile these skis are a
great on piste carver.

153

Elan

Head
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Nordica

The Santa Ana is a very well rounded all
mountain ski, at 93mm underfoot this ski is
at home anywhere on the mountain. It's
wood core combined with carbon and 2
sheets of metal dampens vibrations and
minimizes weight. This lightweight ski is
very powerful, playful, and well balanced,

153

K2

A very versatile ski from K2, the thrilluvit is
a cruise-y all mountain ski that holds its
edge wonderfully. This is a perfect ski for a
confident on piste skier whose looking to
explore other places on the mountain

163

Trilluvit 83
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